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SARVA  SHIKSHA  ABIYAN 
State Level Achievement survey  2014 – 2015    

Term -1 (Question -2) 
STD  : VIII      Total Marks :60 
Subject : English     Time  :2.30 hrs 
1. Pick out the correct verb form of the underlined word 

I was sick. 
a) Be verb   b)  Transitive  verb    c) Intransitive  verb   d) Modal verb 

2.    Fill in the blanks with the  suitable conjunction. 
Raju   _________   somu are friends. 
 a)were b) and     c) but     d) if 

3.   Find the odd one out from the given list of words. 
Apple,  orange,  guava,  Lady’s finger 
a) Apple   b) orange    c) guava    d) Lady’s finger 

4. Manju had just arrived in  ___________. 
 a) Mumbai      b) Delhi     c) Bangalore      d) Chennai 
5.   Find out the suitable synonym of the word   ‘AMICABLY’. 

a) sacred b) cordially      c) quietly     d) separately 
6.   Find out the number of syllables in the given word   “WONDERFUL”. 
 a) Two    b) Three     c) Five     d) Four 
7.   Find out the correct meaning of the underlined word 

The stranger warned them in a DRAMATIC    whisper 
              a) real    b) funny  c)  exaggerated     d) strong 
8.   When Apsara was one year old she met with a 
 a) Road accident b) fire accident     c) flight crash     d) none 
9.  Pick out the correct verb form of the  underlined word 

They  were tired. 
a)‘Be’ form verb     b) model verb     c) Transitive  verb         d) Intransitive  verb      

10. Which of the following word Does not take the suffix ‘ful’ 
 a) beauty     b) colour     c) peace d) better 
11.  Find out the verb in the given sentence 
               I finished my homework 

a)I     b) my    c)  homework    d) finished 
Study the Graph and Answer the following questions: 
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Percent of land that is forested 

12.  Which state possess the great percentage of forest? 
 a) Kerala b) TN     c) UP d) Assam 
13. Which state possess the minimum percentage of forest land? 
 a) UP           b) Kerala  c) TN  d) Bihar 
14.  Which state does not get heavy rainfall? 
 a) Bihar b) Kerala c) TN  d) MP 
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15.  what is the Advertisement about? 
 a) Vessels b) Books c) Clothes d) computers 
16.  What brand is available? 
 a) Lenovo b) Acer  c) Dell  d) All brands 
17.  What is the address of the website. 
 a) www.yahoo.com  b) www.google.com  c) flipcart.com   

d) www.stulap.com 
 

18. Who said the following line: 
 “ I am making a wooden bowl,  for you to have,  when you grow old” 
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 a)ANBU b)father    c) uncle    d) grand mother 
19.  Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunction: 
 __________  you study well,  you will pass. 

a) As   b) since   c) but   d) if 
20.  Fill in the blanks with the subordinate clause: 
 __________   the match will be cancelled. 

a) If it comes  b) If it  goes c) Unless it rains d) If it rains 
21.  May I come in sir. 
 In this sentence MAY is used express 

a) Possibility  b) Permission  c) ability d) request 
22.  Select the suitable slogan to develop your personality 
          a) Aim high reach your goal b)Save water    c)Use dustbin   d)Go by line 
23. Whom did Anbu love verymuch? 
           a) his friends  b)his cousin  c) his parents  d) his neighbours 
24.  Fill in the blanks with  right form of the verb 
 He _____________ a song  

a) Is jumping  b) was sieeping c) is singing  d) is going 
25.  Identify the number of syllables in the word “Doctor” 
 a) one  b) two  c)three  d) multi 
26.  Choose the right prefix for the word “correct” 
 a) im  b) un  c) in  d) dis 
27.  Choose the opposite of the word: REFUSED 
 a) agreed b) confirmed  c) accepted  d) regreted 
28.  Find out the meaning of the given word: Panic 
 a) tear  b) bear  c) cheer d)fear   
29.  Rearrange the jumbled words into a meaningful sentence 
                     A                       B               C                D 
 Looked down / his father/ at anbu / sadly 

a) CABD b) BADC c) DABC d) ABCD 
30.  The expansion of HM is  
 a) Hero Mejestic b) Head Master c) Hot Mind  d) Head Maestro 
31.  Or in wild despair ,  pick an armful of Darkness to bring it her to lie  
 The meaning of the word “ despair” is  

a) Decide  b) disappear c) loss of hope  d) good to hope 
32.  ________  vegetable is   good for health 
 a) walking b) making c) watching d) eating 
33.  Fill in the blanks with a suitable article  
 I wrote __________ letter 

a) an  b) a  c) the  d) none 
34.  Fill in the suitable infinitive to complete the sentence    
 Raja wants _____________ English 
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a)  to go b) to play  c) to study d) to walk 
35.  Identify the verb that shows the ‘action just completed’ 
 a) She bought a book  b) We visited the science museum the day before 
 c)  He goes to  office regularly  d) Monica has finished reading 
36.  Find out the preposition in the sentence given below 
 “ Theaeroplane flies over the sky” 

a) Flies b) over  c) the  d) sky 
37.  He  ___________ playing cricket now. 
 a) were b)  is  c) am  d) are 
38.  Which of the words given below can be placed after the word Bus   to form a compound 
Word. 

a) Stand b) snow c) water  d) room 
39.  Which of the following word takes the prefix  “ir”  
 a) regular  b) legal  c) power d) ability 
40.  Write the opposite :  Before-AFTER 
41.  Find out the adverb in the sentence given below  
 “Shalini listens to the teacher attentively” 

a) Listen b) teacher c) the  d) attentively 
42.  An   Ostrich is in the cage. 
 Identify the grammatical form of the underlined word? 

a) Verb b) article c) modal d)gerund 
43.  Read the following and answer the question 
 Mrs.Pickle was very social.  She loved meeting people , inviting friends for meals. 
 What kind of person was Mrs.Pickle? 

a) Loved b) rude  c) angry d) ugly 
44.  Manju was Still __________ 
 a) angry b) happy c) kind  d) polite 
45.  Find out the opposite of the word: Near 
 a) beside b) far c) here  d) before 
46.  Translate the following words in  tamil:  Party- 
47.  Write  two sentences about “ Republic Day”. 
48.  Speaking  skill 
 Speak four sentences about  “ Excursion” 
49.  Read aloud : 
  One day,  young Catherine  heard about Mahatma Gandhi and the freedom  
movement in India.  “I must join the Indian people in their struggle,  Catherine said,  “ for they 
are fighting for freedom,  truth and justice”. 
50.  .  Teacher  should read the passage.  Students should listen carefully and answer the  
Questions asked by the teacher. 
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Term -1 (Question -2) -Answer 
1. Pick out the correct verb form of the underlined word 

I was sick. 
a) Be verb   b)  Transitive  verb    c) Intransitive  verb   d) Modal verb 

2.    Fill in the blanks with the  suitable conjunction. 
Raju   _________   somu are friends. 
 a)were b) and     c) but     d) if 

3.   Find the odd one out from the given list of words. 
Apple,  orange,  guava,  Lady’s finger 
a) Apple   b) orange    c) guava    d) Lady’s finger 

4. Manju had just arrived in  ___________. 
 a) Mumbai      b) Delhi     c) Bangalore      d) Chennai 
5.   Find out the suitable synonym of the word   ‘AMICABLY’. 

a) sacred b) cordially      c) quietly     d) separately 
6.   Find out the number of syllables in the given word   “WONDERFUL”. 
 a) Two    b) Three     c) Five     d) Four 
7.   Find out the correct meaning of the underlined word 

The stranger warned them in a DRAMATIC    whisper 
              a) real    b) funny  c)  exaggerated     d) strong 
8.   When Apsara was one year old she met with a 
 a) Road accident b) fire accident     c) flight crash     d) none 
 
9.  Pick out the correct verb form of the  underlined word 

They  were tired. 
a)‘Be’ form verb     b) model verb     c) Transitive  verb         d) Intransitive  verb      

10. Which of the following word Does not take the suffix ‘ful’ 
 a) beauty     b) colour     c) peace d) better 
11.  Find out the verb in the given sentence 
               I finished my homework 

a)I     b) my    c)  homework    d) finished 
Study the Graph and Answer the following questions: 
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Percent of land that is forested 

12.  Which state possess the great percentage of forest? 
 a) Kerala b) TN     c) UP d) Assam 
13. Which state possess the minimum percentage of forest land? 
 a) UP           b) Kerala  c) TN  d) Bihar 
14.  Which state does not get heavy rainfall? 
 a) Bihar b) Kerala c) TN  d) MP 
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15.  what is the Advertisement about? 
 a) Vessels b) Books c) Clothes d) computers 
16.  What brand is available? 
 a) Lenovo b) Acer  c) Dell  d) All brands 
17.  What is the address of the website. 
 a) www.yahoo.com  b) www.google.com  c) flipcart.com   

d) www.stulap.com 
 

18. Who said the following line: 
 “ I am making a wooden bowl,  for you to have,  when you grow old” 
 a)ANBU b)father    c) uncle    d) grand mother 
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19.  Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunction: 
 __________  you study well,  you will pass. 

a) As   b) since   c) but   d) if 
20.  Fill in the blanks with the subordinate clause: 
 __________   the match will be cancelled. 

a) If it comes  b) If it  goes c) Unless it rains d) If it rains 
21.  May I come in sir. 
 In this sentence MAY is used express 

a) Possibility  b) Permission  c) ability d) request 
22.  Select the suitable slogan to develop your personality 
          a) Aim high reach your goal b)Save water    c)Use dustbin   d)Go by line 
23. Whom did Anbu love verymuch? 
           a) his friends  b)his cousin  c) his parents  d) his neighbours 
24.  Fill in the blanks with  right form of the verb 
 He _____________ a song  

a) Is jumping  b) was sieeping c) is singing  d) is going 
25.  Identify the number of syllables in the word “Doctor” 
 a) one  b) two  c)three  d) multi 
26.  Choose the right prefix for the word “correct” 
 a) im  b) un  c) in  d) dis 
27.  Choose the opposite of the word: REFUSED 
 a) agreed b) confirmed  c) accepted  d) regreted 
28.  Find out the meaning of the given word: Panic 
 a) tear  b) bear  c) cheer d)fear   
29.  Rearrange the jumbled words into a meaningful sentence 
                     A                       B               C                D 
 Looked down / his father/ at anbu / sadly 

a) CABD b) BADC c) DABC d) ABCD 
30.  The expansion of HM is  
 a) Hero Mejestic b) Head Master c) Hot Mind  d) Head Maestro 
31.  Or in wild despair ,  pick an armful of Darkness to bring it her to lie  
 The meaning of the word “ despair” is  

a) Decide  b) disappear c) loss of hope  d) good to hope 
32.  ________  vegetable is   good for health 
 a) walking b) making c) watching d) eating 
33.  Fill in the blanks with a suitable article  
 I wrote __________ letter 

a) an  b) a  c) the  d) none 
34.  Fill in the suitable infinitive to complete the sentence    
 Raja wants _____________ English 

a)  to go b) to play  c) to study d) to walk 
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35.  Identify the verb that shows the ‘action just completed’ 
 a) She bought a book  b) We visited the science museum the day before 
 c)  He goes to  office regularly  d) Monica has finished reading 
36.  Find out the preposition in the sentence given below 
 “ Theaeroplane flies over the sky” 

a) Flies b) over  c) the  d) sky 
37.  He  ___________ playing cricket now. 
 a) were b)  is  c) am  d) are 
38.  Which of the words given below can be placed after the word Bus   to form a compound 
Word. 

a) Stand b) snow c) water  d) room 
39.  Which of the following word takes the prefix  “ir”  
 a) regular  b) legal  c) power d) ability 
40.  Write the opposite :  Before-AFTER 
41.  Find out the adverb in the sentence given below  
 “Shalini listens to the teacher attentively” 

a) Listen b) teacher c) the  d) attentively 
42.  An   Ostrich is in the cage. 
 Identify the grammatical form of the underlined word? 

a) Verb b) article c) modal d)gerund 
43.  Read the following and answer the question 
 Mrs.Pickle was very social.  She loved meeting people , inviting friends for meals. 
 What kind of person was Mrs.Pickle? 

a) Loved b) rude  c) angry d) ugly 
44.  Manju was Still __________ 
 a) angry b) happy c) kind  d) polite 
45.  Find out the opposite of the word: Near 
 a) beside b) far c) here  d) before 
46.  Translate the following words in  tamil:  Party-வி�	
 
47.  Write  two sentences about “ Republic Day”. 
48.  Speaking  skill 
 Speak four sentences about  “ Excursion” 
49.  Read aloud : 
  One day,  young Catherine  heard about Mahatma Gandhi and the freedom  
movement in India.  “I must join the Indian people in their struggle,  Catherine said,  “ for they 
are fighting for freedom,  truth and justice”. 
50.  .  Teacher  should read the passage.  Students should listen carefully and answer the  
Questions asked by the teacher. 
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